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Latest news
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12 Feb 2024
NEWS: Lisa Freeman Approx 1 Second of a Sweet Kiss at Temple Bar Gallery + Studios, 22 March — 19 May 2024


Read more →
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20 Dec 2023
aemi Newsletter & Year in Review 2023


Read more →
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19 Dec 2023
aemi Newsletter: Sky Hopinka Screening + Q&A, Irish Film Institute, Tues Dec 12th 8.30pm


Read more →
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06 Nov 2023
aemi at Cork International Film Festival 2023


Read more →
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03 Nov 2023
NEWS: announcing a new member of the aemi team


Read more →
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03 Nov 2023
aemi @ CIFF: aemi announces international Artist in Focus 2023: Kevin Jerome Everson


Read more →











[image: A woman with short black hair stands looking at the camera in front of a wall. The wall features a collage made from newspaper clippings relating to censorship. She is wearing an 1980s style suit.] 

19 Sep 2023
aemi Newsletter September 2023


View newsletter →











[image: The image is the title of the exhibition “Long time we’ve been working” and its opening dates 8th Sept - 11th Nov. The text is in black on a white background with a grid and yellow accent elements. The serif font of the text is adapted with abstract shapes and images drawn from the films in the exhibition including a figure’s shadow, a flower and a flowing paper ribbon.] 

06 Sep 2023
Project Arts Centre, Cinenova, and aemi present: Long time we’ve been working / Tamall fada atá muid ag obair


Read more →











[image: This is a still image from the documentary film 'The Black and the Green' (1983) directed by St. Clair Bourne. The image features a black man with short dark hair and a short beard. He is facing the camera and smiling warmly, with only his head and upper torso captured within the frame. He is dressed in a dark-coloured winter coat, a light-coloured scarf with dark, thin stripes, and a light-coloured flat cap. The background appears blurred, and some large writing can be discerned. The entire image is presented in black and white.] 

08 Aug 2023
aemi Newsletter July 2023


View newsletter →











[image: This still is from the film 'Two Stones' (2019) by Wendelien Van Oldenborgh. The image shows a woman seated in a white room on a wooden chair positioned to the left side of the frame. She is facing forward but has turned her head sideways towards the centre of the image. The woman has pale skin, long dark curly hair, and is wearing a burgundy-coloured jumper. To her right, there is a window through which trees are visible. The image gives the impression of being viewed through a large window, with a white door frame reflecting in the centre. In the door frame stands another woman with dark skin, shoulder-length brown curly hair, glasses, and wearing a pink t-shirt and jeans. Her hands are in her pockets. Behind her, there is another window with trees. The right side of the frame consists of a plain white wall.] 

16 Jun 2023
aemi Newsletter May 2023


View newsletter →











[image: This is an image from the short film 'Constant' (2022) by Sasha Litvintseva and Beny Wagner. The image appears to be computer-generated or have a similar effect. The image depicts a man with dark skin and a dark-coloured beard standing in a field. He is holding what appears to be a piece of corn in his right hand and wearing a light blue sun hat, along with a light blue and brown full-length shirt and trousers. The corn field surrounds him and is coloured yellow and green. The sky in the background behind him and the foreground at the bottom of the image are completely black.] 

26 Apr 2023
aemi Newsletter April 2023


View newsletter →











[image: This image is a still from the short film 'A Moment Twice Lived' by Irish filmmaker Martin Healy. The image depicts an elderly woman seated with her side to the camera, gazing at a painting. She wears a beige mack jacket, a beige scarf, and has her grey hair tied in a bun. In the background, there is a red antique chair wooden bookcase and wooden window shutters. The painting has a golden, antique-style frame with flowers, and appears to show the silhouette of a person standing against a fiery background, although it is unclear due to the angle. The woman appears to be deeply absorbed in the painting.] 

27 Mar 2023
EAFFI 2023: Far Away Eyes & A Moment Twice Lived


Read more →
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Supporting and Exhibiting Artists' and Experimental Moving Image in association with LUX, the Irish Film Institute and Temple Bar Gallery + Studios. Supported by the Arts Council.
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